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ABSTRACT

Swelling was determined in samples of single-crystal

tlgAl=04 spinel, irradiated to doses as high as 8 x 10~~ n/m~

(E > 0.1 MeV) at s50°C in the Omega West Reactor. Swelling

effectively saturated at 22 x 10== n/mx which icrresponds to a

dama~e level of only =2 x lC)--~dpa. In adr~ltion sub%~qumnt

measurements after irradiation have revealad that th= sa,mple=

continued swell ing for several weeks, These rasults imply that

irradiation defects begin to interact by rwcomb~nation and

aggregation at low damage levels in thl % material at 50°C and perhaps

continue to clust@r at room temperature after irradiation. Rate

equations h~ve been employed to determine defect concentratlonm at

5aturatlon. ResUlt6 to date Show that the oll%erved swelling is

consistent with the number of %urvlvlnq de+l~l:t% if swelling per

Frenkel defect pair ~~ taken t~ be one ●tom: c volume.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cmramics are required in magnetically confined fusion power

mystmms for a number of ●pplications includinq insulators,

wavmguidmm, and dielectric windowsl. These various applications use

one or more of the properties unique to ceramics and many of them

expose the c~rafn.c to high temperatures and significant neutron

fluences. Plgf31~O_ spinel is a prime candidate ceramic for

several of these applications because of its low swelling=--,

enhanced strength=, and’ increased fracture toughness= ●fter

high-dose fis=ion neutron irradiation ovmr a wide temperature ranqe.

Progrwms has been made in ●xplaining these observations in terms of

generation recombinat+or~, an(l ●ggregation uf Irradiation-induced

defects,* but data are needed at lower doses to more fully

understand defect behavior.

r4 vwy precise measurement of swelling of singl? crystal splnel

after low dose f~ssion irradiation was undertaken to furthwr-

understand defect production. annlhllatlm, and aqqlomeratlon.

Elmcause of thw extreme sensitivity c)+ this meanurr nent. the expansim}

o{ the crystal lattice resultlnq +rom the ●ccumulat ion of point

def~ct% ha~ bcmn measurpd for the fir fit time. Rk radl~tlun cmni Irlued

the paint defect r,or~cer~tr-at,lalt maturated a% L41cIth~l rswellincj.

Detect= ●ppear-d to continue to d~ffume ●nd ●qcjlommratm uftor

irradiation cwased lmaciinq tu contlr~!led swalllnq as thn rry%tal-.

wmre mtcrwd at ●mbient tmmpwr”ature.
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Wmst Reactor ●t Los Alamo= Natinnal Laboratory. We originally plannmd

t= measurw mw=lling ●fter fission Inmutron exposures of Z2 x 10==

nim=. It first ●ppeared that thesw mea’aurements would be

impossible because previous measurements in spinel after high-fluence

fast neutron Irradiations at 157°C shc,wed only O.Q volume parcent

swelling a+ter 2.1 x lC)=* n/m= (E ; 0.1 h~eV)*. Some previous

measurements in ~l~OS offered more encouragement.7 First,

alumina swells faster at 150°C than at 65CJoC, and o~.r measurements

were planned near the lower temperature. Second, the swelling rate

was hiqher at low dose. Extrapolation of these data to low doses

suggested that swell

at a fluence of 2 x

designed to measure

One-cel~timeter

ing o+ about O. 1 volume percent may be experted

10== n/m2. The experiment was initially

swelling as low as 0.03 ●/olume percent.

cubes w~re cut from a single crystal of

P!gGlzO_ ub~air~ed from l.inde Division of Union Carbide

Corporation. The spinel contained the following impurities (in

wppm) : 200 Fe9 lCKJ S1, 5(J T:. 4C) ~r 14 co. and 15 tdi. A

one-centimeter thick sllce was cut from the crystal with care taken

to insure unl+orrn th~ckness. as P result the cubes cut from the

slice were very nearly the same h~’lql~t. The relat~ve height of the

rubes was determined before and a+tel’- lrradlatlon by comparison wlt

arl unlr! adlat~d cube uslnq a gage bltxk ccmparlto,- located In a

temperature controlled room (2C~t0. 10(:). rhe qaqe bloch comparltmr

has a sel~slt]vlt,y c)f {).05 pm. Repmated measurements resulted in

e:<l)er]m~{ltal measurermer~t.s cr+ heicjht ~recise to t(”I.1 pm. This ~rror

rrwr e%rr~ts al] err ur kll swe~li.)q 0+ 0.007, volume percent.

rllw [ry~tals w~r~ wrdppe{l in Al foil and placwd alpnq with
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dosimeter wires in Al can- which were inserted

tube for irradiation. The rabbit tube allowed

removal of the capsules from the reactor core.

in ● hydraulic rabbit

easy insertion and

Thermal

the cooling water surrounding the cans was enhanced by

Al-foil around the ~amples. The cans irradiated at the

fluences contained two crystals. In each case the +ace

tl~ese crystals was in contact with the bottom of

systematic differences in swelling were observed

crystals. The irradiation temperature was ~:5(30c

to be no mare than 7°C above that

The crystals were irradiated

10=’ ann 7.9 x 10== n/m= (E ; 0.1

of the cooling

contact with

packing

four highest

of one of

the can. No

for the two

which was calculated

water .

to six fluence% betb~een 4.Z x

MeV) representing exposures

of from 2 to 31 hours. Since the reactor is operated for 27’~ F,uurs

per day, the four highest fluences represent exp~%ures of frl~m one

four days with the samples remaining in th~~ reactor between dally

t. o

irradiations. The storage conditions were abo~t 5C)OC under a very ~ow

neutron +lux. These sample% were \rradlated during two c~nsr=cutive

weel.s lnsurlnq no chanqes LII reactor operatlnq parameters or In fuel

loading. G doslmeter package conslstlrlq cf eight w~res was placed In

the c-apsule e:.posed for one day. The package was ‘.lmilar tu one t:ldt

was usert III .I previous measurement to determine the flux spec:tl-um Irl

the reuctor.- “~he pr~vlous measurements were rraa~ In a vacant fuel

rod pc~sltlon whl 1P Lt)e pr~.~ent measur ements reprr%ent the spectrum In

the rabbit. tLll)&!lr) the ~ur-e. The m~akured spectr~;m l:+ sh~k,n it} [ lg.

1. 11’IG?LalLul&lLE?d exposure WAS, 55’.LJ1 MWH WL i.h an a,~r i,qe power lPVFI

Uf 7.9 tlW r~v~r A 7.55 htjl(r~ler~ud. fl ,>un)fl)ary r~+ thr~ r=sul tll~q 4 l~i::

anc~ tlii~ri(P v,ll,l~!%(.,11(Ill*tP(! fnr arl Plcjt)t hL3ur_ p~r .nd are glvel-l 111
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Table 1. These values represent ● fast flux that is about 1S percent

hiqher than that measured in the vacant fuel rod pnsition ●nd a

th=rmal flux nearly twice that measurmd previously. The measurements

seem reasonable b-cause the previous measurement position was

adjacent to a control rod which would be expected to absorb a large

number of thermal neutrons. Taking the gamma heating rate to be! 5

W/g, the gamma dose under these conditions was 1.36 x 10- Gy.

Adding to this the ionizing fluence from neutrons of 4 x 100 Gy,

the total lmnizlng dose was 1.40 x 10- Gy. Fluence values for

irradiations of the higher dose irradiations were based Gn these

measurements. The fluences for the two lowest values, which were

irradiat~d about six weeks later, were determined by measuring two

nickel dosim~tr-y wires which were irradiated with the crystals. The

spectrum was normalized to that measured previously using the more

complete dosimetry pzckaqe.

The possibility was consider~d that dimensional ch;,nges might

result from changes in electronic state of impurities present ~n the

test material. hccordinqly, a cube of spinel was exposed to an

ionizing dose of 5.06 x 10- Gy from a *°Co source at Los (Alarru~

over a period of ~5 hmur~.

Threshold displacement enerqie-, for the atomic components of

MgRl=O~ are not well known. Dell and Gnlanllq calculated

radi,lLion damage parameters in spinel using di~placement threshold

energies of f36, 77P arid i3C) eV for Mg, Q1, and O, respectively.

These values wer-e ch! alned Irom an abstract by Crawford et al. ‘O.

Irl a ldter paper. Summ~1r5 et al. ‘t dlscu~ the complicated damaqr~

states observ~d jn the el~rtrmn lr-radiaticm nf ~plnel. They report a
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TABLE I: Flux and Fluence Values for the OWR Rabbit Tube
Normalized to 8 MW -- Fluence is that frr 59.6 rlWH

ENERGY FLUX FLLJENCE

(X 10t7 nim=-s) (x 10== n/m=)

Tot al 28.0 7.50
Thermal (<.5 eV)= 16.0 4.29
0.5 eV - 0.1 MeV 5.61 1.51
>0. 1 Mev 6.3s 1.71

‘The 2200 m/s flux is about 25=4 lower.

TABLE II: Calculations of Displacement per Atom and H and He
Generation in MgAl~O_

MATERIAL DPG- H, appm He, appm

(x 10-=) (x 10”-=) (>: lU-=)

rlg 2.51 1.24 5.24

al 2.19 3.54 ().70

0 1.77 0.029 9.67
Splnel 2.00 1.49 6.19

‘SPECTER assum~s displacement energle~ of 2!5, 2“7~ and 30 eV for
Mg~ Al, and O, respectiv~ly; the same values were also assumed for
spinei .



value of 59 eV for the displacement threshold of oxygen ●t 77 K and

conclude that 130 eV is required to form ● stable d~fect containing

both the interstitial and the vacancy. Nothing is mentioned ●bout

the energies required to displace Mg and Al ●toms. In a later paper,

l’latzke’~ reported a value of 56 eV for the oxyqen displacement

energy. If one assumes +he default values of 25, 27, and 30 eV in

the SPiZCTER1= code, the dpa levels as well as transmutation

generated H and He concentrating% are those shown in Table 11. Since

the displacement energies used bre lower than those reported for

spinel, the disFIGLement rates in Table II should be considered

maximum values.

Swelling results are shown in Fig. 2. Two samples were

irradiated at each of the four highest doses, with each sample beinq

measured three times between approximately one and two months after

irradiation; the +rror b~rs around each avera,qe value represent the

standard deviation for the six readings. Single samplez were used

+or the twu lowest neutron doses and for the gamma irradiation;

single readings were taken from the low–dose neutron samples while

two readlnqs, which were identical, were obtained from the gamma

sample.

During the course of the continued measurements of the

it-radiated crystals it became clear that the swelling was continuing

during storage. This surpr ising result is illustrated In Fig. 3

wl.lch shows the i~me dependece of swel l~nq for- the samples irradiated

Lo tile fuur highest flllences,. Thes~ were chosen because more

measuremer)t% had been made an these samples.



III. DISCUSSION

The swelling results in Fig. 2 show rapid initial growth. This

growth appear= to stop suddenly after only 2 X 1(1~= n/m~. This

apparent saturation at low fluence is expected to be temporary and

swelling will continue if voids or other volume producing defect

clusters form at higher fluence,. However voids have not been seen in

irradiated single crystal spinel. We expect small defect ciusters and

dislocations to be the dominant sinks in this materjal. at these low

doses w. expect to find’ that irtiadiatio~ has formed only; single

defects and small defect clusters. The swelling that is observed is

consistent with a saturation o the defect concentrations. The

followinq argument is presented to support this contention. In this

argument we use the terms “vacancy” and “interstitial “ as i+ on~~l oae

kind of each existed. There are many kinds of each defect because of

the various sub-lattices and charge states in spinel. Hnwever,

little is known about the diffusion properties of each kind. In our

arguments we will assume that some kind of interstitial defects

remain at 50°C and that one of the vacancies will diffuse with an

activation enerqy less that of the others.. It appears that most of

the vacancy diffusion occurs on the cation sub-lattices since

Sonderi- has reported activation enerqies of 1.6, 2..3, and 2!.8 eV

for catimn diffusion in spinel depending on th= temperature range.

Diffusjon c)+ oxygen is more difficult with an activation energy of

4.6 eV report.~d h>t Ando and Oishil=. Such defects are not expected

to migrate at thp irradiation temperature of 5CJ0C.

When a material 1s placed under irradiation the defert

toncentra:ion increases rapidly. fls vacancy and interstitial



concentrations increase, the~e defmcts begin to ●nnihilate ●ach othmr

by mutual recombination. In the absence of other defect sinks,

(l-l/e) of the saturati’ml* will be achieved in a time,

t+ = (G/R) ‘~ (1)

where G is the production rate of defects that survive the initial

damage event. The quantity R = 4wr_(D. + DV)/Q where r= 15

the vacancy–interstitial recombination radius, D“ and 111 are the

diffusion coe+f’cients o} vaca,~cie5 and interstitial respectively,

and f~ is the atomic volume. In host cases one of the defects will

diffuse .nuch more rapidly than the other and will dominate this

calculation so R z 4nr~D~/Q where D+ is the diffusion

coefficient of the fastest diffusing spscies. We now use the symbols

s and f denoting “slow” and “fast” to replace the subscripts i and

v. Rs irradiation continues, defects diffuse to sinks and will

establish steady state defect concentr-ations that depend on the sink

strength for the slower diffusing species. At law temperatures this

skeady state may not be reached in a reasonable time. Where

dislocations are the only sinks, the time required is given by

t“ =- (D=Z-L)–I (2)

where D. is the diffusion coefficient for the slower diffusing

species~ Z- is the capture efficiency (S 1) of the dislocations for

the slower diffusing defect, and L is the dislocation density. The

defect concerltrations for these rases are

c+ = c= = (Ei/R)~,

fur t = t+, and

C+ == G/(D.,/+L)

c. = G/(D-Z-L),

(3)

(4)

(5)
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fw t = t=. Equation (3) givms tha metastable concentratis~

achieved initially. This concentration eventually decays to that

given by eqs (3) and (5)

val ues. These ~lalues wi

the dislocation density

In thi= experiment

which corresponds to the quasi-steady state

11 change if continued irradiation changes

or produces new sinks ‘-uch as vaids.

it appears that the build–up to the initial

defect concentration corresponds to the initial build–up of the

swelling which occurs during the first 1.5 x 104 s. From Table 2

the production rate of diffusing defects is 7.4 x lCI-n (1 S--S

where (3 is the fraction that survive the initial damage event. Using

this value for (; and combining eqs (1) and (3) to eliminate R, the

concentration of de+ect pairs will be 1.5 x 10=* (3 m-~. If each

defect pair contrib’ltes one atomic volume, !2, a swelling fraction of

0.0004 represents a concentration of 4.25 x 10== m–~. Equating

the two values leads to C = 0.28 which is a reasonable value for the

survivir~g fract.icn of defects. If we continue along these lines and

assume that the recombination radius for +hese defects is about equal

tn the lattice pnramzter, 0.808 nm, tile diffusion coefficient of the

fast diffusing defect is 2 x 10-== m~/=. For T = 50”L, this

diffusion coefficient represents an activatior~ energy between 1.1 and

1.4 eV for values of D= between 1 and 10-” m=is. These values

depend on the calculated damage rate an~ the extra volume contributed

by each pair of defects: however, the resultinq values for the

activation e,~ergy will not be far from this ranqe. Since this value

is lower than the values cited before for vacancy dlffusionq we

conclud~ that an interstitial oe+ect 1s responsible +c)r the detect

saturation. The time required to achieve the quasi–steady skate



concentration will depend an the slower diffusing defects and

dislocatiol~ density. These slower defects will most probably

oxygen vacancies ●nd will have activation energies for moticn

the

be

greater

than 2.5 eV. More than 106 years would be required to achieve

steady state concentrations. Since steady state defect concentrations

were not achieved7 we conclude that dislocations did not play an

important role in this experiment.

A small amount of swelling apparently re!mlted from gamma

irradiation to 5.06 x I’C)-Gy (Fig. 2). Rlthouqh this dose is much “

lower than that experienced by the crystals in the reactor. it is

expected that it was high enough to saturate the changes in

electronic skate of the impurities since previous irradiations have

show saturations of a number of optical transitions~-z In gamma

irradiations only J few defects are created by high energy secondary

electrons. as a result the observed swellinq is thought tn be due

to Coulomb interactions of tle charged defects. Perhaps further

opptical studies of these materials could be done to clarlfy these

obser~=tions.

Finallyg there are many questions raised by the observation of

continued swelllnq during gtorage of the samples at ambient

temperature (2: 20°C). An obvious explanation blaming the expansion on

the absorption of water in the crystals does nut appear to be valid

since the increase in height is found by comparir~g the ,irradlated

crystals with an unlrrad~ated on’. (A11 the crystals were stored

together and should have abs~rbed the same amount of (qater vapor. We

believe the only reasonable explanation involves continued diffuslmn

and cluster ing 0+ interst~tial defects. If single int~rstitial
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1

1’
dmfmcts had ● volum~ of less that on- ●tomic volume, th- codinal:ion

of them. dofocts with small dislocation loops would increase the

total volumm of the crystal. Attachment to a dislocation loop wtuld

effectively convert the defect to a lattice site. The diffusion n+

the same interstitial responsible for defect saturation after ore

day in the r-actor at s50”C might be expected to cause changes at

200C during a period of weeks. Several attempts to model this prccess

using rate equations have produced clustering that will show

continued swelling but have not’ yet been able to predict the obs~rved

magnitude of total swelling and continued swelling simultaneously.

Mare theoretical work is continuing to obtain a satisfactory

explanation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Single-crystal spinel exhibits e+fectlve saturation of swelling

●t damaga levels of X2 x 10== n/m= (E > 0. 1 MeV) at Z50°C. These

results imply that irradiation-induced defects begin to interact

either by recombination, aggregation, or ● combination of these

processes at low damage levels in this material. The magnitude of

the observed swelling is consistent with the number of surviving

defmctfi if swellin~ per Frenkel pair is taken to be approximately on~

●tomic volume. The defect responsible for

●ctivation ●nergy for motion 1=ss than the

vacancy diffusion in spinel. We therefore

the saturation has an

values reported for

conclude that an

in?ermtitial d~fect appears reeponsiblw for the recombination lea,llt~q

to the saturation effect.

In addition continued swelling duri,~g storage of the irradia.eti



samplms is obsmrved which ●lso appmars to b. ●ssoc~atwd with

diffu~;ion ●nd agglomeration of interstitial defacts. A completm

model for this phenomenon has not bvtin achievmd.
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FIGURE CRPTIONS

FIGURE 1: Thm nwtron ●nmrgy spectrum for the rabbit tubm in thm
corm of thm Omsqa Wemt Reactor at LOS Rlamo!a National Laboratory. Thm
spmctrum of thm fusion nsutronm in RTNS-11 is ●l-o plottad for
rafmrence. The ordinate is d~ld in E where ~ is the flux and E is tFe
neutron ●nmrgy.

FIFURE 2: Swelling of singl~’-crystal MgAl~Oa spinel after
irradiation in OUR at x50°C.

FIGURE 3: Swelling as a function 0{ storaqm time after removal from
thm reactor for four fluences.
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